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THE H WORD
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Jamal M. Paletko-Ali, RN, DHCS

What is Hospice?
Hospice is care that focuses on quality of life opposed to the quantity. In
hospice, we treat the symptoms of illness and allow the patient and their
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family to have more meaningful time together. By helping the body, mind,
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and soul, patients find they have much more quality and control over their
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illness than with previous treatment plans.
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Hospice is provided when a person has a life limiting illness without the
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ability or desire for curative treatment. The general expectation is that in
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the normal course, the person would pass within 6 months. This is not a
rule set in stone, and many people have stayed on hospice for many more
months, or even years beyond the 6 months.
Many people fear the discussion of Hospice. This includes people in the
medical profession; doctors, nurses, therapists etc. This fear can lead to
entering Hospice too late, and losing a great benefit and resource. If you or
a loved one is tired of going to the hospital, rehab, or doctors telling you
there is nothing to do; give us a call and wen can help you with treatments
and decisions about where to go next.

COMMUNITY OUTREACH

Michigan Representative Robert Bezotte Joins us to
honor veterans

JOIN US!!

Jamal honoring veterans at Village Manor pinning
ceremony

Thank you Amanda @ Neighborhoods at White Lake for an
incredible networking event!

Trunk or Treat
@ Neighborhoods
of White Lake &
Avalon of
Commerce; Friday
Oct, 29th. Contact
us or follow
Facebook for
individual times

You have options when
choosing a provider.
Quality health care means
something different to
everyone, especially when it
comes to behavioral health.
As a Blue Cross member, you
have a variety of options
for getting care that fits your needs. Your insurance with BCBS offers a mobile app
and online portal directly to primary care physicians, pediatricians, specialists, and
behavioral health/psychiatrics. Time is no longer an excuse to get the care you need.
Log in and get the assistance you need today!

NOV 15th-21st

What does a Home Care Aide do?
Most seniors prefer to age in place, in the home they know and love. For many older adults,
home health aides make this possible. These aides assist with activities of daily living, such as
bathing, dressing and meal preparation. But perhaps the most meaningful benefits they provide
are companionship for the patient and much-needed “time off” for exhausted family caregivers.
We at Briarwood HHC and Interim of Oakland County would like to say thank you for the care and
compassion you bring to our patient's and loved ones all over the country, each and every day!

Thank you for all your hard work and dedication!

NOW HIRING
Briarwood and Interim HealthCare are HIRING!

Home Health Aides

career or just starting out wanting

LPN's

to care for others, Interim is here

RN's

with you.

School Aides & Nurses
CNA's

If you are looking for a change in

A family run agency, we provide
competitive wages, benefits, and
educational opportunities to our
employees.
Come join a winning team that
strives to better the everyday
lives of the clients we serve!

Contact Leslie Benson
for details
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https://www.interimhealthcare.com/novimi

Special Days
Wishing a Happy Birthday to our November Employees:
Denise Adams, HHA
Jamal Ali, RN
Tiffany Gunn, RN
Michael Ismair , Billing/Coding Specialist
Theresa Pritchard, RN
Sherry Sebesta, RN
Dorothy Townsel HHA

About Us

We have proudly served the greater metro Detroit area since
2004. Our home health is recognized nationally as a top 500
agency. Our staffing provides services to individual households as
well as facilities, 7 school districts, and physician offices.
Over the last year, our agency has grown in all sectors. This is
thanks to the community that continues to support us, and the
employees who work to better the agency and service the clients.
We currently employee 70+ licensed, administrative, and field
staff. We have also added Tuition Reimbursement to our offering
of benefits. Interim and Briarwood are committed to fostering a
top place to work, grow, and be fulfilled in your employment.

